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Grand Canyon National Park
One of the world's most spectacular places, the Grand Canyon annually attracts over 4 million visitors who
peer over the edge of the abyss. A smaller number of them trek from the rim to the banks of the Colorado
River on one of the nation's best-known hikes. Many of these hikers are inadequately prepared for the rigors
of what can be a deadly journey. This indispensable guide describes the most popular route into the canyon
-- the 16.2 mile round-trip route from the South Rim to the Colorado River. It addresses the many possible
hazards (extreme heat, cold, elevation gain/loss of over 9,000 feet), gives advice on physical conditioning,
and includes helpful charts, maps, and GPS waypoints for the best rest points. The hike itself is covered mile
by mile, with expert coaching and hints along the way. Experienced and novice hikers alike will benefit from
its encouraging, can-do approach.

Grand Canyon National Park Pocket Guide
Enjoy the majesty of Grand Canyon National Park and stay organized with this useful hiking journal
designed to help you determine the best trails, rate your adventures and record your memories! The pages in
this outdoor journal will guide you to organize your hiking equipment, gear, meals, and more. The 6x9 size is
perfect for fitting in a backpack. You'll feel confident you remembered everything as you explore our
incredible world! Some of the pages in this helpful journal include: Hiking shopping list Hiking gear checklist
Hiking supplies checklist Hiking meal planner Hiking tracker and journal Enjoy the great outdoors and
record your many adventures with this awesome journal. Grab yours today!

Hiking Zion and Bryce Canyon National Parks
Fully revised and updated, Hiking Grand Canyon National Park provides first-hand descriptions and
detailed maps for all of the park's developed trails as well as tips on safety, hiking with children, access, and
services. Includes fifteen hikes in the South Rim and thirteen hikes in the North Rim.

Hiking Grand Canyon National Park
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Over the Edge
Rivers wind through earth, cutting down and eroding the soil for millions of years, creating a cavity in the
ground 277 miles long, 18 miles wide, and more than a mile deep known as the Grand Canyon. Home to an
astonishing variety of plants and animals that have lived and evolved within its walls for millennia, the Grand
Canyon is much more than just a hole in the ground. Follow a father and daughter as they make their way
through the cavernous wonder, discovering life both present and past. Weave in and out of time as perfectly
placed die cuts show you that a fossil today was a creature much long ago, perhaps in a completely different
environment. Complete with a spectacular double gatefold, an intricate map and extensive back matter.

The Emerald Mile
This collection of twenty essays, of which five are in French, written by leading English and French literary
and historical scholars, deconstructs the ethical and political framework supporting and circumscribing the
actions of a powerful elite in France between the early 1600s and the final years of Louis XIV's reign.
Reflecting a diversity of individual concerns, the essays, which offer a radical double questioning of the
absolute values in which were founded the authority of Church, King and nobility, have been divided into
two interrelated parts in acknowledgement of the complex tensions between codes of behaviour and political
practice in the different theatrical spaces of government in the real and imaginary world. The dual political
and moral theme of this study is not new, but it is one which has always been highly regarded by historians
and literary specialists alike. It is in fact one of the 'classics' of seventeenth-century studies, the one to which
critics must always return, and to which students must always address themselves, if they are to comprehend
the intellectual core of seventeenth-century French studies.

Best Easy Day Hikes Grand Canyon National Park
6"X9" 120 blank lined pages in this journal that's so much more than a notebook. Log your hikes. Follow
weather reports. Document your plans for the future. Capture your memories in your own written word!
Scroll up and click the button to BUY TODAY! No need for electricity Never needs charging Won't break if
you drop it It will never expire Never need software updates The gift that's actually useful Looks great on a
shelf The right size for everyone Affordable, thoughtful gift Click on the author's name for more journal gifts!

Welcome to Grand Canyon National Park
The Man Who Walked Through Time
Discover the best of Grand Canyon in this award-winning, full-color travel guidebook. From hiking to
biking to river rafting, Grand Canyon National Park is filled with adventures. But without careful planning, a
trip there can be overwhelming. Grand Canyon: The Complete Guide helps you make the most of your time
in the park. Whatever your interests—hiking the Bright Angel Trail, riding mules to Phantom Ranch,
watching sunset from Hopi Point, relaxing at a historic lodge—this gorgeous travel guidebook puts the best
of Grand Canyon at your fingertips. Beautiful color photos showcase the park's best viewpoints and
destinations. Fascinating chapters on Geology, History and Wildlife reveal the story behind the scenery.
Detailed maps make travel planning easy. From Havasu Canyon's stunning waterfalls to incredible day hikes
on the North and South Rims, Grand Canyon: The Complete Guide is the only guidebook you'll need.
Filled with tips to save you time and money! Winner: Benjamin Franklin Award (Best Full-Color Travel
Guide) Winner: Independent Publisher Book Award (Best Travel Guide)
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Grand Canyon National Park Hiking Log Book
Official Guide to Hiking the Grand Canyon
The remarkable classic of nature writing by the first man ever to have walked the entire length of the Grand
Canyon.

The Grand Canyon Trail of Time Companion
Fully revised and updated, Hiking Grand Canyon National Park provides first-hand descriptions and
detailed maps for all of the park's developed trails as well as tips on safety, hiking with children, access, and
services. This guide includes scenic and exciting hiking adventures for both the North and South Rims.

Hiking the Grand Canyon
Two veterans of decades of adventuring in Grand Canyon chronicle the complete and comprehensive
history of Canyon misadventures. These episodes span the entire era of visitation from the time of the first
river exploration by John Wesley Powell and his crew of 1869 to that of tourists falling off its rims today.
These accounts of the roughly 700 people who have met untimely deaths in the Canyon set a new high water
mark for offering the most astounding array of adventures, misadventures, and life saving lessons published
between any two covers. Over the Edge promises to be the most intense yet informative book on Grand
Canyon ever written.

Grand Canyon
Grand Canyon National Park: 10 Decades of Stories and Photographs from Arizona
Highways
This is a once-in-a-lifetime experience--an end-to-end, rim-to-river exploration of the Grand Canyon.
Award-winning photographer Pete McBride, along with best-selling authors Kevin Fedarko and Hampton
Sides, takes us on a gripping adventure story told through stunning, never-before-seen photography and
powerful essays. By hiking the entire 750 miles of Grand Canyon National Park--from the Colorado River to
the canyon rim--McBride captures the majesty of as well as calling us to protect America's open-aired
cathedral. This is the most spectacular collection of Grand Canyon imagery ever seen, showing beauty from
vantages where no other photographers have ever stood. It will also highlight the conservation challenges this
iconic national park faces as visitation numbers grow and development pressures surrounding it mount. This
photography will inspire and remind us why we protect such a cherished public space. Proceeds benefit the
Grand Canyon Association, and an accompanying documentary will tentatively release at Sundance in
2018--all in time for the national park's centennial.

Hiking Grand Canyon National Park
A portrait of the Havusupai Indians, who live in a part of the Grand Canyon in which blue green water flows
over huge waterfalls.

Hikernut's Grand Canyon Companion
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Thoroughly updated and revised, this guide covers fifty-six hikes in the two featured parks as well as the
surrounding areas--Cedar Breaks National Monument, the Markagunt high country, and the Paunsaugunt
area.

Day Hikes from the River
Fully revised and updated, Hiking Grand Canyon National Park provides first-hand descriptions and
detailed maps for all of the park's developed trails as well as tips on safety, hiking with children, access, and
services. This guide includes scenic and exciting hiking adventures for both the North and South Rims.

Brighty of the Grand Canyon
Perfect for first-time visitors, day hikers, and seasoned canyoneers alike, expert hiker John Annerino’s
Hiking the Grand Canyon is one of the most user-friendly and comprehensive guides to America’s
premier natural wonder and UNESCO World heritage Site. Fold-out map of Grand Canyon Trails
Color photographs and historical black and white photos Vignettes of the Canyon’s Native Peoples,
explorers, and trail blazers Environment, geology, life zones, natural history, and sacred landmarks
Preparation, training, clothing, gear, food, maps, hazards, and precautions Camping, lodging, guided
trips, permits, and resources Featuring detailed, authoritative descriptions of more than one hundred of the
Canyon’s best trails, from easier day hikes perfect for beginners to more rigorous, rim-to-river and crosscanyon treks.

Hiking Grand Canyon National Park Journal
The Grand Canyon
Taking hikers to some of the most scenic sections of the fabulous Grand Canyon National Park, this book
includes short descriptions and maps of seventeen easy day hikes in the park. Hikes in this book are fairly
short, usually (but not always) without big hills, and are on well-defined, easy-to-follow trails. Fully updated
and revised, this guide is the ultimate companion for those seeking a fun, easy, and scenic hike.

Moon Grand Canyon
The Ultimate Hiking Adventure Camping Journal: This is an 8.5X11 111 Page Prompted Easy To Fill In
Diary For: Anyone That Loves Mountain Trails, Travel Planning or Awaiting New Adventures. Funny
Hiking Adventure Journal **Weather Elements **My Route/Trail Plan **Hiked With Gift For Her Gift For
Him Birthday Hike Christmas Adventure Travel Planning Backpacking Forest Fun Hill Walking Camping
Glamping Mountain Climbing Fitness Adventure Funny Hiking Adventure Journal Prompted Easy to Fill In
Hiking Information.

Grand Canyon River Guide
Offers detailed trail descriptions for hikes from the North and South Rims of the Canyon, to and from the
Colorado River, and easy, level day hikes along the Canyon rim

Hiking the Grand Canyon
Fully revised and updated, Hiking Grand Canyon National Park provides first-hand descriptions and
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detailed maps for all of the park's developed trails as well as tips on safety, hiking with children, access, and
services. This guide includes scenic and exciting hiking adventures for both the North and South Rims.

Hiking in the Grand Canyon Backcountry
Hiking the Grand Canyon's Geology
An award-winning Outside magazine writer documents the 1983 Colorado River flood that threatened the
region with a catastrophic dam failure and prompted oarsman Kenton Grua's near-suicidal effort to navigate
the turbulent waters of the Emerald Mile on a small wooden dory to achieve a world speed record.

Hiking Grand Canyon National Park, 2nd
Hiking Grand Canyon National Park
Grand Canyon Women tells the humorous and heartbreaking stories of twenty-six remarkable
women—Native Americans, river runners, scientists, wranglers, architects, rangers, hikers, and
housewives—each of whom, in the midst of nature's indiscriminate universe, discovers her identity.

Grand Canyon: The Complete Guide
Designed especially for the first-time day hiker or backpacker, this common sense guide contains everything
needed to enjoy a fresh perspective and get below the rim of one of the most spectacular natural wonders in
the world: the Grand Canyon. Included is advice on equipment, permits, rules and restrictions, trail
descriptions, and other tips—all geared toward the most popular, easily accessible, and well-maintained
trails. Complete with full-color maps and photos, this beautiful guidebook provides prospective hikers with a
real sense of what it takes to hike the canyon.

Havsuw 'baaja
About a little burro who was found running wild along Bright Angel Creek. Grades 5-8.

Hiking Grand Canyon National Park
Canyon Crossing
A tour through Arizona's Grand Canyon National Park introduces the park's flora, fauna, topography,
history, weather, and attractions. Lee's Ferry, the Tusayan Ruins, and Glen Canyon Dam are discussed.
Additional features to aid in comprehension include a table of contents, informative captions and sidebars,
detailed maps, map legends, a phonetic glossary, sources for further research, and an index.

Grand Canyon National Park (N.P.), Special Flight Rules Area in the Vicinity of Grand
Canyon National Park, Actions to Substantially Restore Natural Quiet
This full-color guide to the Grand Canyon includes vibrant photos and helpful planning maps. Local
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Arizonan Kathleen Bryant shares the many ways to experience the wonders of the Grand Canyon, from river
rafting in the inner canyon to "walking on air" on the Grand Canyon Skywalk. Bryant includes a range of
diverting trip strategies, including A Wild Week in the Grand Outdoors and A Romantic Weekend for Two.
Including expert advice on camping along the remote North Rim and visiting the Hualapai and Havasupai
Reservations, Moon Grand Canyon gives travelers the tools they need to create a more personal and
memorable experience.

Falcon Guides Hiking Grand Canyon National Park
More than four million people visit the Grand Canyon National Park every year, but most visitors choose
not to stray beyond the heavily visited trails or to venture below the Canyon's rims. The rim trails and the
routes to the inner canyon offer solitude and expose beauty vastly different from what can be seeing from the
developed areas of the Rims. This edition of the Official Guide to Hiking Grand Canyon provides an
overview of all the park's major trails, with notations about difficulty levels, conditions, water sources,
distances from point to point and elevation gain and losses.

On Foot in the Grand Canyon
This comprehensive guide features detailed descriptions all of the park's developed trails, which number
fifteen hikes on the South Rim and thirteen hikes on the North Rim.

Inner Canyon Hiking
A guide to the Grand Canyon for rim walkers, day hikers, and serious backpackers, presented from the point
of view of geologists. An overview introduces readers to the area's geological history, followed by detailed
narratives of 18 hikes. For each hike the authors explore a geological theme, focusing on aspects of the
canyon's evolution that are particularly well-illustrated along its length. Basic information such as trail length,
elevation change, and difficulty level starts each chapter.

Hiking Grand Canyon National Park
This comprehensive guide features detailed descriptions all of the park's developed trails, which number
fifteen hikes on the South Rim and thirteen hikes on the North Rim.

Grand Canyon Women
6"X9" 120 blank lined pages in this journal that's so much more than a notebook. Log your hikes. Follow
weather reports. Document your plans for the future. Capture your memories in your own written word!
Scroll up and click the button to BUY TODAY! No need for electricity Never needs charging Won't break if
you drop it It will never expire Never need software updates The gift that's actually useful Looks great on a
shelf The right size for everyone Affordable, thoughtful gift Click on the author's name for more journal gifts!

Grand Canyon Treks
In celebration of the 100th anniversary of Grand Canyon National Park, Arizona Highways presents Grand
Canyon National Park: 10 Decades of Stories and Photographs from Arizona Highways. This coffee-table
book includes more than 75 historic photographs of the Grand Canyon, as well as stories about the national
park that have appeared in Arizona Highways since the magazine's inception in 1925. The book is geared
toward photography, travel and Arizona enthusiasts.
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One Best Hike: Grand Canyon
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